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Lecture 07, 11 Sept 2007
Biodiversity

Conservation Biology
ECOL 406R/506R

University of Arizona
Fall 2007

Kevin Bonine
Cathy Hulshof

Upcoming Readings
today: Text Ch. 4, and pp. 207-213
Thurs 13 Sept: Text Ch. 2; ESA & NEPA links
Tues 18 Sept: SDCP and ESA links

Thanks to Guy McPherson
Q2 due 13 Sept if you choose
Readings for Debate 2

Conservation Biology Lab 406L/506L

Next Lab SATURDAY 15 September
0700h S or W side BSE (4th and Highland)
Hat, water, sunscreen, close-toed shoes
Lunch, snacks, weather gear, ($?)

Readings on Course Website – print:
Handouts 1 and 2, 
last 3 pages of:

“Miscellaneous Mt. Lemmon-related information ”
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Debate 20 Sept 2007:
Should the flat-tailed horned lizard (Phrynosoma
mcallii) be ESA listed?

Three groups – one will debate, another will 
evaluate, third will observe, then we rotate.

Debate 1 (20 Sept.)
Group A debate
Group B evaluate
Group C observe
Debate 2 (23 Oct.)
Group A observe
Group B debate
Group C evaluate
Debate 3 (15 Nov.)
Group A evaluate
Group B observe
Group C debate

Debate 1 (20 Sept.)
506 A assist
506 B assist
506 C observe
Debate 2 (23 Oct.)
506 A observe
506 B assist
506 C assist
Debate 3 (15 Nov.)
506 A assist
506 B observe 
506 C assist

40
6

Slight Schedule Change:

4

5 6
Ursus maritimus

A U.S. Geological Survey report released in November 2006 indicated that the 
Beaufort Sea polar bear population has experienced a significant drop in cub survival. 
The study also determined that adult males weighed less and had smaller skulls than 
those captured and measured two decades ago. 

In recent years, winter sea ice has fallen by at least 
600,000 square miles, double the size of Texas. 
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Conservationists hope — and Alaska business interests fear —
that designating polar bears as threatened due to global warming
will carry a huge economic cost, forcing federal agencies around
the country to consider the affect on polar bears before granting 
permits that would increase greenhouse gas emissions. 

Arizona Daily Star, 10 April 2007

Published: 09.08.2007
New forecast: Two-thirds of polar bears could die off 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
WASHINGTON — Two-thirds of the world's polar bears will be killed off by 2050 —
and the entire population gone from Alaska — because of thinning sea ice from global 
warming in the Arctic, government scientists forecast Friday. 
Only in northern Canada and northwestern Greenland are polar bears expected to survive 
through the end of the century, said the U.S. Geological Survey, which is the scientific 
arm of the Interior Department. 
USGS projects that polar bears during the next half-century will lose 42 percent of the 
Arctic range they need to live in during summer in the Polar Basin when they hunt and 
breed. A polar bear's life usually lasts about 30 years. 8

Biodiversity (Biological Diversity)

“structural and functional variety of 
life forms at genetic, population, 
community, and ecosystem levels”

9 10
Miller 2003
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Major 
Extinction Events 12

Groom et al. 2006
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Miller 2003

Adaptive Radiation

14

15http://hawaiiconservation.org/conservationresources.asp (2003)
328 as of Sept 2007
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13513051046Grand Total

744146598Plant Subtotal

202Lichens

26224Ferns and Allies
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713143570Flowering Plants
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571047Insects
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Hawaiian Endangered Species
Unfortunately, Hawai‘i has the highest number of 
listed threatened and endangered species in the 
nation. There are 394 threatened and endangered 
species in the State of Hawai‘i, of which 294 are 
plants, 57 invertebrates, and 43 vertebrates. 

http://www.fws.gov/pacificislands/wesa/endspindex.html#Hawaiian 18

What is biodiversity? 

Primack 2006, Fig 3.6
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Scientific American
November 2001

~12-14 million
total species
(50-90% in
tropical forests)

~1.7 identified

most

least

20

How many species on earth?

Primack 2006, Fig 3.6

21
Primack 2006

Research Focus?

22

23

Biodiversity

1. Genetic
(nat. sel.)

2. Species

3. Ecological
forests, deserts, lakes, wetlands, reefs etc.

4. Functional
energy flow
nutrient cycling
etc.

Fig 2-13 Miller 2003

24

Levels of 
Biological
Organization.

Scaling.

Miller, 2003
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Van Dyke 2003

26Groom et al. 2006

Biodiversity

1. Genetic

2. Population/Species

3. Community/Ecosystem

4. Landscape

Composition
Structure
Function

27
Pimm and Jenkins 2005

Where is biodiversity?
One tree in Peru with same ant diversity as Britain

28

Species Richness and Latitude

Altitude?
Primack 2006

29
Van Dyke 2003

30Primack 2006

Tropical
Rainforests
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Primack 2006

Coral Reefs

32

Lissamphibia

Urodela
(salamanders)

10 families, 60 genera, 516 spp.
Ambystoma californiense

Ambystoma tigrinum

Unken reflex
Fig. 13.5

Stebbins and Cohen, 1995

33

Urodela families

Pough et al. 2004

Sirenidae Hynobiidae

Salamandridae

(only 1 of 10 not found in U.S.)

34
Pough et al. 2004

Urodela families

35

Plethodontidae
Proteidae

Pough et al. 2004

Urodela families

36

What factors correlated with high  
diversity?

• Energy
• Precipitation
• Temperature
• Area
• Habitat heterogeneity (e.g., foliage height and birds)

• ~Stable environment
• Moderate (intermediate) disturbance level

(shifting mosaic, no climax)
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Distribution 
and
Abundance

Other Miller 2003

38
Range of tolerance of abiotic factor(s)

Miller, 2003

Distribution and Abundance

39

Terrestrial Biomes

(Forest, Desert, Grassland, Tundra, etc.)
Biotic (~Vegetative) Communities

Climate
1. Temperature
2. Precipitation
(3. Soil type)

- Latitude
- Altitude

Miller 2003 3-5
40Groom et al. 2006

41

Threats to biodiversity – habitat loss

Thanks to Chuck Price 42

Van Dyke 2003

Species-Area Relationship
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Van Dyke 2003

Woodlots vs. contiguous forest

44

Species-Area Relationship

3 step loss of biodiversity 
(Rosenzweig)

1. Endemics
2. Sink populations
3. Stochasticity

Therefore end up with lower steady state species richness
and loss of biodiversity

S = cAZ

S = species richness
c = taxon-specific constant
A = area
Z = extinction coefficient for taxon

45
Van Dyke 2003

3 step loss of biodiversity 
(Rosenzweig)

46
Van Dyke 2003

Endemics
Habitat Size
Habitat Loss

47

Species Focus ---> Biodiversity and Process Focus
(ESA)

What being lost vs. why…

48

Species = ?

Biological Species Concept (Mayr)
“a group of interbreeding populations that are 
reproductively isolated from other such groups”

2-morphological/typological species concept (plants)
3-evolutionary species concept
4-genetic species concept
5-paleontological species concept
6-cladistic species concept
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Conserve Species as 
TYPES
or as 
EVOLUTONARY UNITS

Biological Species Concept
1. Testable and operational
2. Definition compatible with established

legal concepts
3. Focus on level of biodiversity that agrees

with tradition of conservation

50

Campbell 1993

Ernst Mayr (1904-2005)
Published papers for > 80 years

51Ernst Mayr interviewed in Campbell 1993 52

Solomon et al. 1993

Brassica
oleracea

Galapagos Finches

53

Aspidoscelis (Cnemidophorus)
Species vs. Parthenospecies…

54

Native Species
vs.

Nonnative, exotic, alien

1. Indicator Species
-migratory birds
-amphibians

2. Keystone Species
-top predators
-key pollinators

Rana pipiens
Northern Leopard Frog

3. Umbrella Species
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Alpha
species within a community 

community
- all populations occupying a given area at a given time
- often broken into taxonomic groups or functional roles

1) Species Richness (# of species)
2) Species Evenness (how many of each type?)

Shannon Diversity Index  (richness and evenness)
H’ = -∑i pi ln(pi),  (i = 1, 2, 3 … S)

pi = proportion of total community abundance represented by ith species

Measuring Biodiversity
- alpha       - beta       - gamma

56

Van Dyke 2003

Shannon Index in
Tallgrass Prairie

(indiv spp abundance
relative to total abundance)

What if removed 
three species from B?

57

1.64 2.25
a prop ln propxln b prop ln propxln

8.24 0.459053 -0.77859 -0.35741 1.21 0.057922 -2.84865 -0.165
2.94 0.163788 -1.80918 -0.29632 2.84 0.13595 -1.99547 -0.27128
1.18 0.065738 -2.72208 -0.17894 2.23 0.10675 -2.23727 -0.23883
0.29 0.016156 -4.12546 -0.06665 0.81 0.038775 -3.24999 -0.12602
2.06 0.114763 -2.16488 -0.24845 1.82 0.087123 -2.44043 -0.21262
1.47 0.081894 -2.50233 -0.20493 1.02 0.048827 -3.01947 -0.14743
0.59 0.032869 -3.41522 -0.11226 1.63 0.078028 -2.55069 -0.19902
1.18 0.065738 -2.72208 -0.17894 0.61 0.029201 -3.53357 -0.10318

1.6 0.076592 -2.56927 -0.19678
4.48 0.214457 -1.53965 -0.33019
2.64 0.126376 -2.06849 -0.26141

17.95 1 -1.64391 20.89 1 -2.25177

drop top 3 drop bottom 3
b prop ln propxln b prop ln propxln

1.21 0.099425 -2.30835 -0.22951
2.84 0.233361 -1.45517 -0.33958
2.23 0.183237 -1.69697 -0.31095

0.81 0.055441 -2.89243 -0.16036 0.81 0.066557 -2.70969 -0.18035
1.82 0.124572 -2.08287 -0.25947 1.82 0.149548 -1.90014 -0.28416
1.02 0.069815 -2.6619 -0.18584 1.02 0.083813 -2.47917 -0.20779
1.63 0.111567 -2.19313 -0.24468 1.63 0.133936 -2.01039 -0.26926
0.61 0.041752 -3.176 -0.13261 0.61 0.050123 -2.99327 -0.15003
1.6 0.109514 -2.2117 -0.24221

4.48 0.306639 -1.18208 -0.36247
2.64 0.180698 -1.71093 -0.30916

14.61 1 -1.8968 12.17 1 -1.97163
58

Van Dyke 2003

Process and Pattern

1 Functional Types
2 Functional Analogs

Increase either to 
increase biodiversity

Which to preserve?

Niche:
Ecological role of a 
species in a community

~guilds

59

Beta
area or regional diversity (beta richness)
diversity of species among communities across landscape

gradient
- slope, moisture, temperature, precipitation, disturbance, etc. 

Whittaker’s Measure = (S/alpha) - 1

where S = # spp in all sites, alpha = avg. # spp/site

a) if no community structure across gradient = 0
-broad ecological tolerances, niche breadth

b) 100/10 - 1 = 9 high beta diversity

Measuring Biodiversity
- alpha       - beta       - gamma

60

Beta Diversity

1) quantitative measure of diversity of communities that 
experience changing environmental gradients

2) are species sensitive, or not, to changing environments?
are there associations of species that are interdependent

(plants, pollinators, parasites, parasitoids)?

3) how are species gained or lost across a TIME gradient?

Succession, community composition, effects of disturbance
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Groom et al. 2006

Alpha and Beta Diversity Hotspots

62

Van Dyke 2003

alpha

beta

gamma

63

Gamma

rate of change of species composition with distance
(geography, rate of gain and loss of species)

alpha rarity with increased number of species 
(fewer of each type)

beta rarity with habitat specialists

gamma rarity if restricted to particular geographic areas

Measuring Biodiversity
- alpha       - beta       - gamma

64

Missing?

Species role in ecosystem?
Rarity
Phylogenetic Representation
Ecological Redundancy

Edges vs. Interior (e.g., fragmentation)
(spp richness increases, but are broad generalists, not interior 
habitat specialists)

All species are not equivalent (normative valuation?)

Measuring Biodiversity
- alpha       - beta       - gamma

65

Endemism…

66

Hawaiian Honeycreepers:
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69

Pimm and Jenkins 2005

70
VanDyke 2003

71 72

Cyprinodon macularius

Desert Pupfish 

Photograph Courtesy of John Rinne

Desert pupfish declined 
due to the introduction and 
spread of 
exotic predatory and 
competitive fishes, water 
impoundment and 
diversion, 
water pollution, 
groundwater pumping, 
stream channelization, and 
habitat modification.

Healthy population of almost 
10,000 fish inhabits this 
oasis. This last refuge of a 
unique fish is being actively 
managed.
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Cyprinodon macularius Quitobaquito pupfish (Endangered since 1986)

This tiny fish was once part of a widespread 
population, the range of which included the 
Colorado, Gila, San Pedro, Salt and Santa Cruz 
rivers and their tributaries in Arizona and California. 
The ancestors of the Quitobaquito and Sonoyta
river pupfish are believed to have been cut off from 
their relatives in the Colorado River drainage about 
one million years ago.

The warm, slightly brackish water at Quitobaquito
is ideal habitat for pupfish. Pupfish can tolerate 
salinity levels ranging from normal tap water to 
water three times saltier than the ocean. Therefore, 
they are well suited to desert environments where 
high evaporation rates create water with high 
salinity levels. 

Although the water temperature at the spring is a 
constant 74°F, the water temperature in the pond 
fluctuates greatly during the year, from about 40°F 
or cooler in January to almost 100°F in August, 
especially in shallow areas... very tolerant of rapid 
temperature change and low oxygen content due to 
summer heat.

Desert Pupfish
Family Cyprinodontidae

Photograph Courtesy of John Rinne

-1-1/4 inches long
max. age of three years

-females are gray and drab
males are bluish, turning bright blue
during spring breeding season. 

-feed on insect larvae and other 
organic matter from pond bottom. 

-prefer shallow pond depths, about
12 to 18 inches deep. 74

Pricing Biodiversity

RI = (Di + Ui)(deltaPi/Ci)

D = distinctiveness
U = utility
delta P = enhanced probability of survival
C = cost of strategy

Direct limited funds…
Ecological Contribution?

75

Anura ‘frogs’

Urodela salamanders

Gymnophiona caecilians

Mammalia

Testudines turtles

‘Lizards’

‘Lizards’

Amphisbaenia

Serpentes snakes

‘Lizards’

‘Lizards’

Rhynchocephalia tuatara

Crocodylia crocs etc.

Aves birdsSee Fig 2-1 (Pough et al., 2001)
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Rhynchocephalia

- evolved before dinosaurs

- world-wide distribution in Mesozoic

- most extinct at end Cretaceous (65mya)

Henry

Sphenodontidae
- 1 extant genus (Sphenodon)
- 2 extant species

- restricted to small islands
of New Zealand

- long lived

77

Pricing Biodiversity

RI = (Di + Ui)(deltaPi/Ci)

D = distinctiveness
U = utility
delta P = enhanced probability of survival
C = cost of strategy

Direct limited funds…
Ecological Contribution?


